A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM
BY WILLIAM SHAKEPEARE
DIRECTED BY LYDIA UNDERWOOD HORAN
AT THE BARBOURSVILLE RUINS
JUL 12-27

THE SAVANNAH SIPPING SOCIETY
BY JESSIE JONES, NICHOLAS HOPE & JAMIE WOOTEN
DIRECTED BY MEG HOOKER
OCT 11-27

IRVING BERLIN’S WHITE CHRISTMAS
BASED UPON THE PARAMOUNT PICTURES FILM // WRITTEN FOR THE SCREEN BY MORMA KRAVIT, MORMA PADAHA AND MELVIN FRANK // MUSIC AND LYRICS BY IRVING BERLIN // BOOK BY DAVID IIVES AND PAUL BLAKE // ORCHESTRATIONS BY LARRY BLAIR // VOCAL AND DANCE ARRANGEMENTS BY BRUCE PORTNOY // DIRECTED BY EDWARD MAUNSELL WHITE // MUSIC DIRECTION BY BRISTON HAGUE // CHOREOGRAPHED BY MARSH SCANDER BURSON
NOV 22 - DEC 15

DEAR EDWINA
A YOUTH ARTS PROJECT PRODUCTION
MUSIC BY ZINA GOLDRICH // BOOK AND LYRICS BY MARCY HEISLER // DIRECTED BY JAMIE GARRETT // MUSIC DIRECTION BY JAYTE HOUSTON // CHOREOGRAPHED BY MICHELLE COCHER
JAN 31-FEB 9

THE MOUSETRAP
BY AGATHA CHRISTIE
DIRECTED BY CLINTON JOHNSTON
MAR 6-22

CELLAR IN BLUE
SONGS IN THE CELLAR
CONCEIVED, ARRANGED, & DIRECTED BY KIP McCHAREN
APR 10-19

MAMMA MIA!
MUSIC & LYRICS BY BRYNN ANDERSSON, BJÖRN ULvaeus AND SOME SONGS WITH STIG ANDERSON // BOOK BY CATHERINE JOHNSON // ORIGINAL CONCEIVED BY JUDY CRAYMER // DIRECTED BY PERRY MEDLIN // MUSIC DIRECTION BY ERICA LAMARCK // VOCAL DIRECTION BY ANGELA CANALS // CHOREOGRAPHED BY PERRY MEDLIN & SARAH SYMON
MAY 15 - JUN 7

FOUR COUNTY PLAYERS
FOURCP.ORG • (540) 832-5355
2019-2020 SEASON